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Abstract: The need for offline handwritten character recognition
is intense, yet difficult as the writing varies from person to
person and also depends on various other factors connected to
the attitude and mood of the person. However, we are able to
achieve it by converting the handwritten document into digital
form. It has been advanced with introducing convolutional
neural networks and is further productive with pre-trained
models which have the capacity of decreasing the training time
and increasing accuracy of character recognition. Research in
recognition of handwritten characters for Indian languages is
less when compared to other languages like English, Latin,
Chinese etc., mainly because it is a multilingual country.
Recognition of Telugu and Hindi characters are more difficult as
the script of these languages is mostly cursive and are with more
diacritics. So the research work in this line is to have inclination
towards accuracy in their recognition. Some research has
already been started and is successful up to eighty percent in
offline hand written character recognition of Telugu and Hindi.
The proposed work focuses on increasing accuracy in less time
in recognition of these selected languages and is able to reach
the expectant values.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Handwriting varies from person to person and also with
the individual person's style, speed, age, mood and
surprisingly even with gender. Including all these factors,
handwriting also varies with the language. An individual
adopts different style of writing while switching to a
different language. Precisely, one's way of writing English,
Telugu, and Hindi may be different, depending on his/her
style and also on the characters of the language. For
example, one person, on an average, has five different styles
of writing in one language, and with three different
languages, fifteen styles are possible. When it comes to
recognizing the handwritten characters of different
individuals, it is off the charts. On the other hand,
recognizing handwritten characters is difficult and
vulnerable to large variations when compared to printed
character recognition which have a definite font with a
limited number of variations [1]. In a language, there are
distinct words are of different lengths and distinctive
heights. Recognition of offline handwritten character
depends on the main factor style along with the size and
length of word levels [2].
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Offline Handwritten recognition is indeed an aid in mail
sorting, processing of bank cheques, reading aid for blind,
document reading and postal address recognition, form
processing, digitalizing old manuscripts. A great deal of
work has been proposed for handwritten recognition of
languages like English and Asian languages such as
Japanese, Chinese etc., rather very few attempts were made
on Indian languages like Telugu, Hindi, Tamil etc., and they
resulted in the accuracy of not more than 85% [ 3].
Convolutional Neural Networks(CNN’s) solved
the above problem with an accuracy of above 90%. CNN’s
are used in different pattern recognition from sources like
paper documents, photographs, touch screens, medical
image analysis and various other devices [4]. CNN’s can be
used for online as well as offline character recognition. For
online character recognition, digital pen-tip moves are used
as inputs and are converted into a list of coordinators
whereas in offline character recognition, images of
characters are use used as input. Earlier works in
handwritten recognition applied high-designed features on
both offline and online datasets [5]. Few instances of handdesigned features constitute of pixel densities over regions
of image, dimensions, character curvature, and the number
of vertical and horizontal lines.
Based on the above explanation, three areas are left
for further research. One is to explore on offline
handwritten recognition, two is offline recognition in Indian
languages and the third is research for more accuracy, i.e.
more than 80 percent. This paper deals with recognition of
offline handwritten character recognition algorithm of
Telugu [South Indian language] and Hindi with high
recognition accuracy of more than 90 percent with
minimum training time. In order to achieve a higher rate of
accuracy when compared to earlier researches, pre-trained
models are used [6 ].
Telugu is the most usually
enunciated Dravidian language in South India, Andhra
Pradesh and also in Telangana. Telugu handwritten
characters, their diacritics and scripts are shown in the data
set. The Telugu language consist of 18 vowels and 36
consonants out of which 13 vowels and 35 consonants are in
consistent usage. In contrast to English, Telugu script is
non-cursive in a manner. For this reason, pen-up generally
separates the fundamental graphemes while writing. So, the
data set constitutes the elementary graphemes of the script,
i.e. vowel diacritics, independent vowels, consonants and
consonant modifiers. Some consonant-vowel entities cannot
be segmented simply. However, a stable pattern is there
across writers even though several symbols do not have
language version. The whole symbol set includes a total
number of symbols 166. These are all assigned to Unicode
characters.
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The most percentage of Telugu characters do not contain
horizontal, vertical or diagonal lines. Unlike Latin and
Chinese, Indic scripts like Telugu script is mostly generated
by fusing circular shapes (full or partial) of dissimilar sizes
with a little modifiers [7]. These modifiers are either of
oblique strokes or a circular shape which throws a big
challenge in recognition accuracy.
Hindi is another Indo Aryan language [8 ]. It is not
yet legalized as a national language, yet preferred to be one
because it is spoken by 425 million people in India as the
first language and by more than 120 million people as the
second language. Literary Hindi is written in Devnagari
script. The Constituent Assembly of India has adopted it as
the official language of Republic India [9]. The language
of Hindi comprises of 40 consonants, 11 vowels and two
sound modifiers. Hindi characters constitutes both
horizontal and vertical lines along with strokes and circular
shapes. A horizontal line called the 'Shirorekha' is present in
Hindi script, from which the characters are suspended.
When multiple characters are written collectively, this
'Shirorekha' is extended [10]. The shape of the consonant
character gets altered when a consonant is followed by a
vowel, and such a character is termed as a modifier or
modified character. On the other hand, a diacritic called
'virama' a new character is obtained when a consonant is
followed by another consonant. It has an orthographic shape
and it is known as compound character. The 'Virama' is
employed to repress the inherent vowel that otherwise
occurs with each consonant letter. In contrast to Latin
scripts, Hindi script does not have the notion of lowercase
and uppercase letters [11 ].
II. RELATED WORKS
All the approaches reported in [12-15] have hired
handcrafted
features
for
the
recognition
of
characters/strokes. At present, construction of a resilient
handcrafted feature for the recognition of Hindi and Telugu
characters is a challenging job due to its fundamental
composite form. Deep learning architectures have extended
enormous popularity for encouraging achievements to
determine diverse difficult pattern recognition and computer
vision problems. Convolutional neural networks (CNN’s)
can be perceived as a unique type of feed-forward
multilayer which is expert in directed fashion. The fore
most advantage of by using CNN’s is that the salient
features are extracted automatically from the input images
which are commonly invariant to distortion and shift [16 ].
Another benefit of CNN’s is that the usage of shared
weights in its convolutional layers improves its performance
as well as diminishes the number of parameters [17]. The
digit recognition was first achieved by CNN’s which were
leading recognizer for their potential in the digit recognition
task. In recognizing the MNIST dataset of digit classes this
architecture has been very successful. CNNs are excellent
prototypes with image inputs since they are basically obtuse
to both translational variance and scale variance of the
features in the images. As they have proven to be dominant
on recognition tasks in other languages, they are appropriate
to be used in Hindi and Telugu literature also. The key
contest in any visual recognition task to a machine is how to
extract the suitable set of features from the image. Support
vector machines (SVMs) are another approach that has also
been employed in the literature [18]. But they expelled to be
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effective when CNNs, at the lower layer, mined necessary
features for them [19]. Certain clustering mechanisms like
Kth-nearest neighbor algorithms have also been attempted
in the literature [20].These techniques were faster to train
and appraisal than the convolutional neural networks.
A complete OCR(Optical Character Recognition)
system, which is font, shape independent and using a proper
selection of Wavelet scaling function the signatures are
calculated [21]. Multi-layer perceptrons (MLP) network is
applied for the identification of Telugu characters. During
training MLP back propagation method is used so that the
recognition can be done efficiently and accurately [22].
Projected a new frill map method, in which every binary
pixel value of an image is connected with a frill number that
labels the distance to the adjacent black pixel. These frill
numbers are used to fragment text lines. Presented two
schemes for offline character recognition linking multiclassifier frame works. Used histograms of edges for
knowing features of basic symbols [23]. Where a symbol is
a basic unit for recognition in Telugu and Hindi scripts [24].
Projected a multiple zone based feature extraction which is
an arrangement of two methods [25]. An enormous
literature has been reported for handwritten recognition in
English and Asian languages such as Chinese, Japanese,
etc., and very few efforts on Indian languages like Telugu,
Hindi, Tamil, Sanskrit and Kannada [26]. Researchers have
recently introduced CNN based approaches for the offline
character recognition for English characters [27].Different
types of approaches have been proposed till date for the
offline recognition of English characters and extraordinary
recognition rates are documented in Chinese using CNN
[28]. Encouraged by this fact, in the present framework, a
handwritten recognition algorithm for Telugu with high
accuracy and with minimum training, classification time is
proposed and for Hindi features of handwritten characters
are extracted using Convolutional Neural Network and
Deep Neural Networks. The extracted features are then used
to predict the characters using different Classifiers like K
Nearest Neighbor classifier, Random Forest Classifier and
Multi-Layer Perceptron Classifier. Efficiencies of each are
studied under different scenarios.
The organization of the remaining paper is as
follows: Section 2 explains about the data collection and
preprocessing. Section 3 discusses CNN architecture.
Section 4 analyzes the various results and ﬁnally the paper
concludes with Section 5.
III. DATA EXPLORATION
Telugu character dataset is available in website HP Labs
India [29].The dataset comprises of 270 trials of each of 138
Telugu “characters” written by many Telugu writers to get
variability
in writing styles. Telugu script has 36
consonants and 18 vowels of which 35 consonants and 13
vowels are in regular practice and made available in TIFF
files shown in Figure 1(a).Telugu handwriting style is in
non-cursive and therefore pen-up typically divides the basic
graphic symbols although not always. Hence, the graphic
symbols i.e., vowels, consonants, consonant modifiers and
diacritical signs are included in the symbol set.
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Some consonant-vowels are also included which
dissembling be easily subdivide. Additionally, the symbol
set also comprises certain symbols which do not have a
dialectal interpretation, but have an unchanging outline
across writers and help lessen the total number of symbols
to be collected. So totally 166 symbols exist which are
assigned to Unicode characters.
Hindi dataset picked up
from UCI contains training and test data. Each having 36
Hindi characters. For each character a folder is created
containing the name of the character in English. Each folder
contains 1700 images of the respective character. The target
labels (the character name in English) is not given
separately. Thus, by extracting the character name from the
folder data is preprocessed and stored into a labeled array
which is further used for training the model. Each image is a
32 * 32 gray scale image which is to be converted into array
and then flattened a stored in an image matrix to train the
model. Although the dataset comprises of the images of
each character independently, quite a few characters within
these images were tilted to some extent. This was for the
reason that the contributors of the dataset were asked to
write on white blank paper with no lines, and some of the
words were written in a more slanted mode. This incident
occurs very frequently in real life whether or not the page
has lines, thus we determined to make our training data
more dynamic to this subject by turning an image towards
the right by a very little angle with random probability and
adding up that image to our training dataset. This data
augmentation method supported us to create the model more
powerful to some trivial however, so consistent details that
might appear in the test dataset. Some characters of vowels
and consonants in Hindi are represented in Figure 1(b).
Handwritten character recognition is still a research area of
burning pattern recognition. Hindi handwritten character
recognition is a difficult task considering the similarities
between its characters. With the use of Neural Networks for
extracting the important features of the character in the
images has been very useful in mining the characteristics of
the image and hence making the classification of the
characters simple using various classifiers [30]. Moreover,
experimenting with cropped and partial images of the
characters using different neural network architecture has
helped understand how the quality of the extracted features
change, thus affecting the classification models and its
accuracy. To conclude, handwritten character recognition
Feature extraction, neural networks and Image processing
are the various popular fields of research and the insights of
these topics can be obtained from the report.

Figure 1(a). Sample handwritten Telugu characters

IV. PROPOSED WORK
In the proposed work, the Convolutional Neural
Networks(CNN's) are used. CNN's is a deep learning
construction for recognition of Telugu handwritten
character recognition and Hindi character recognition,
which holds an input, convolutional layer, rectified linear
unit, pooling layer and fully connected layer continued by
an output layer as shown in Figure 2(a) and 2(b)
respectively.

Figure 2(a). Visual features in CNN using Telugu
characters.

Figure 2(b). Visual features in CNN using Hindi
characters.
The first step required to initiate the identification
is to select a hand written character image for classification.
The input layer will hold the raw pixel values of the
selected image of height and width 80 X 80 for Telugu
characters and the image of height and width 32 X 32 for
Hindi. Then it passes the input image to the convolution
layer. The responsibility of this layer is to involve random
number of filters to proceed along the height and width of
the image to yield a feature map. (A filter is a sequence of
numbers called weights or parameters). A sample of
learned weights of the different layers of the proposed
model for an augmented image is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. A sample of learned weights of the different
layers of the proposed model for an augmented image.
A feature is obtained by sliding each filter across
the height and width of the image and computing the dot
products between the input volume and the filter during the
forward pass.

Figure 1(b). Sample handwritten Hindi characters
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We have achieved an 80 X 80 sequence of numbers in
Telugu character and 32 X 32 in Hindi character.
The output of the first convolutional layer creates 32, 4
such feature maps in Telugu and Hindi respectively and
transforms it to the next layer through a differentiable
function. Lastly, the output is of 3D (80 X 80 X 32) and (32
X 32 X 4) which is transformed to first pooling layer where
the image is down-sampled along the spatial dimensions
resulting in an output volume of (40 X 40 X 32) for Telugu
and (28 X 28 X 4) for Hindi.
It can be mathematically expressed in Eq. 1[31]

x lj  f (  xil 1kijl  b lj )

(1)

iM j

Proceeding in the similar fashion, second convolutional
procedure creates 32, 4 different feature maps for Telugu
and Hindi. A size of 2 X 2 and 4 X 4 filters results a feature
map size of 40 X 40 down sampled into 20 X 20 for Telugu
and 28 X 28 is down sampled to 14 X14 for Hindi. Further
down-sampling in the pooling layers produces resizing
feature maps of size 5 X 5. This subsample layer performed
on the input feature maps. Based on the size of the mask,
this down-sampling decreases the size of the output feature
maps. In this approach, a 2 X 2 mask is used. This can be
conveyed using the following Eq. 2[32]

x lj  f (  lj down ( x lj1 )  b lj )

(2)

Where down() signifies a max-pool function
through local averaging, multiplicative coefficient and bias
respectively. The above function adds up all n X n blocks of
the feature maps from preceding layers and selects either
highest or average values. The final feature map from the
last convention layer is changed into a single dimensional
feature vector matrix is taken as 3200 (=128 X 5 X 5) and
100 (=5 X 5 X 4) random nodes which are functionally
connected to 138 and 36 output class labels for Telugu and
Hindi characters. Errors are minimized through CNN using
the following Eq.3[33]
p

E= ½ 1/PO

o

 (d
p 1 o1

o

( p)  y0 ( p)) 2 (3)

Where P,O are patterns .
It is noted that, in order to retain the image size
from the previous layer, the proposed work used zeropadding as hyper parameter. Each convolutional layer uses
this hyper parameter around the border of an image to
control the spatial size. In the proposed work, two
activations like RELU [32 ] and Softmax [33] have been
employed for the convolution and pooling layers during
organization of the output layers. The Softmax activation is
used for multiple class logistic regression where as RELU
functions as output zero if the input is less than 0, and 1
otherwise. The mathematical notations for both functions
are mentioned in the following Eq.4 and 5[34]
k

 ( z) j  e /  e
zj

zk

(4 ) and

k 1

already trained models to predict new classes. The
advantage of using pre-trained models is, they can be used
with small training dataset and using less computational
power. When a deep neural network is trained, our goal is to
locate the optimum values on each of these filter matrices so
that when an image is propagated all the way through the
network, the output activations can be utilized to precisely
find the class to which the image belongs. The process used
to find these filter matrix values is gradient descent. When
CNN is trained on the Imagenet[ 34] dataset, the filters on
the first few layers of the convolutional net learn to
recognize low level features followed by higher level
specific details. The next few layers gradually learn to
recognize trivial shapes using the colors and lines learnt in
the earlier layers. Now the reason why the transfer learning
works is because, a pre-trained network which is imposed
on the imagenet dataset is used and this network has already
learnt to recognize the trivial shapes and small parts of
diverse objects in its earlier layers. By employing a pretrained network to do transfer learning, already learnt
features are utilized and merely adding a few dense layers at
the end of the pre-trained network to assist in recognizing
the objects in our new dataset. Therefore, only added dense
layers are trained. All this helps in making the training
process rapid and need very less training data when
compared to training a CNN from the scratch.
Features of handwritten characters for Hindi are
extracted using Convolutional Neural Network and Deep
Neural Networks. The extracted features are then used to
predict the characters using Classifiers. Efficiencies of each
are studied under different scenarios.
Feature Extraction: Convolution Neural networks
(CNN's) has been the best feature extraction Neural network
used so far by various authors. Here, the scope has been
tested and experimented by using Dense Neural networks in
combination to CNN. “RELU” activation function is used
for input and hidden layers and “sigmoid” activation
function is used in the output layer. The features extracted
from the dense layers are then passed to the classification
model. When classifiers are fed with features from this
neural network, then their classification accuracy range was
72% to 81%. Following classifiers which are popular for
multiclass classification are used to classify the target labels
from the extracted features:
Random Forest Classifier: A random forest fits a
number of decision tree classifiers on a variety of subsamples of the dataset and employs averaging to enhance
the predictive accuracy. For a model trained and validated
on limited number of characters the accuracy was around
70% to 80%.
Multi-Layer Perceptron Classifier: One of the
popular classifiers for multiclass classification which uses
stochastic gradient descent to optimize log-loss function.
For model validated on limited number of character images
the accuracy of this classifier was between 75% to 90%.
KNN Classifier: K Nearest Neighbor classifier
implements the k-nearest neighbors vote.
The currently available work on character
recognition of Hindi script has been done by implementing
CNN and DNN only.

f(x)= max(x,0)
(5)
Pre-trained model is used for Telugu characters to
increase efficiency or accuracy of already existing models
or to test new models. We use pre-trained weights of
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In this experiment, Neural Network was configured to
extract the features from the images. The output of the
second last layer (dense layer) from the Neural Networks
consisting of the features was extracted after passing the
inputs to the model. This output was then divided as train
data and test data to evaluate classifier performance. The
classifiers were trained using these extracted features and
their corresponding labels from the train data. Test data
created above was used to assess the performance of the
classifiers.
When the classifiers are fed with features
from this neural network, then their classification accuracy
is in the range of 72% to 81%.
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Telugu and Hindi Character model is experimented
using Amazon EC2 server instance with t2.x large instance
type on Bitfusion Ubuntu 14 Tensor Flow setup. The python
libraries Numpy, Panda, Matplotlib, Seaborn, Sckit-Learn,
Keras [ ] are used for high performance and scientific
computation. The proposed work considered 166 different
character classes, where each consists of 270 samples for
Telugu character recognition and 32 character classes for
Hindi. After resizing the images, the dataset was splitted
into 70% images to be used for training and 30% images for
test and validation. The learnable filters of CNN are
analyzed such as input image shapes, pooling strategies and
optimizer functions on the model. Table 1 recapitulates the
results for all likely groupings of those distinctions on the
test set. From this table, the recognition accuracy have
detected that has reached to maximum when the model
contains four convolutional layers, with zero-padding and
max-pooling by two fully connected layers. In addition, the
impact of filters size by (7 X 7, 5 X 5 and 3 X 3) also
observed. If filter size becomes higher, the model fails to
observe tiny details of structurally related character patterns.
However, if the size of the filter is too small it may produce
duplicate information which, in turn, would decrease the
model accuracy. Hence, filter size of 5 X 5 is chosen for the
first convolutional layer and 3 X 3 for the remaining
convolutional layers is confirmed to be optimal filter size.
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Table 2. Achieved classification accuracy by CNN for
Hindi characters

Table 1. Achieved classification accuracy by CNN for
Telugu characters
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[6]

Even though a high performance in model accuracy reached
with the pre-trained model, additionally the model also tried with
the generalization techniques like Dropout and Data augmentation
functions. Data augmentation consists of applying transformations
to the training set in order to increase the dataset size and
variation. By increasing the size of the dataset, data augmentation
helps prevent over fitting. However, it is not fool-proof, since the
augmented images will be highly-correlated. Finally, for parameter
updates, the model optimizer is settled to SGD with learning rate
0.1.

The accompanying Figure 4 shows images
corresponding to actual and predicted of the first fifty out of
which four are misclassified images which show the model
is predicting almost correct labels.
Classification

Actual
character

Predicted
character
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